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Detecting hidden geometrical structures from surface measurements under electromagnetic, acous-
tic, or mechanical loading is the goal of noninvasive imaging techniques in medical and industrial
applications. Solving the inverse problem can be challenging due to the unknown topology and ge-
ometry, the sparsity of the data, and the complexity of the physical laws. Physics-informed neural
networks (PINNs) have shown promise as a simple-yet-powerful tool for problem inversion, but they
have yet to be applied to general problems with a priori unknown topology. Here, we introduce a
topology optimization framework based on PINNs that solves geometry detection problems without
prior knowledge of the number or types of shapes. We allow for arbitrary solution topology by
representing the geometry using a material density field that approaches binary values thanks to a
novel eikonal regularization. We validate our framework by detecting the number, locations, and
shapes of hidden voids and inclusions in linear and nonlinear elastic bodies using measurements of
outer surface displacement from a single mechanical loading experiment. Our methodology opens a
pathway for PINNs to solve various engineering problems targeting geometry optimization.

Noninvasive detection of hidden geometries is desir-
able in countless applications including medical imaging
and diagnosis [13], nondestructive evaluation of materi-
als [28], and mine detection [49]. The goal is to infer
the locations, and shapes of structures hidden inside a
matrix from surface measurements of the response to an
applied load such as a magnetic field [19, 22], an elec-
tric current [2], or a mechanical traction [9]. Identifying
these internal boundaries from the measured data consti-
tutes a challenging inverse problem due to the unknown
topology, the large number of parameters required to de-
scribe arbitrary geometries [27], the potential sparsity of
the data, and the complexity of the underlying physical
laws which usually take the form of linear or nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDEs) [18].

In recent years, physics-informed neural networks
(PINNs) have emerged as a robust tool for problem inver-
sion across disciplines and over a range of model complex-
ity [16, 33, 45]. PINNs’ ability to seamlessly blend mea-
surement data or design objectives with governing PDEs
in nontrivial geometries has enabled practitioners to solve
easily a range of inverse problems involving identification
or design of unknown properties in fields ranging from
mechanics to optics and medicine [11, 25, 36, 42, 46, 50].
Encouraged by these early successes, we introduce in this
paper a general topology optimization (TO) framework
to solve noninvasive geometry detection problems using
PINNs, leveraging both the measurements and the gov-
erning PDEs. Building on the strength of PINNs, our
approach is straightforward to implement regardless of
the complexity of the physical model, produces accurate
results using measurement data from a single experiment,
and does not require a training dataset. To the best of
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our knowledge, the present work marks the first time that
PINNs have been applied to problems involving a priori
unknown topology and geometry.

Classical approaches to solve geometry identification
inverse problems tend to be complex as they combine
traditional numerical solvers such as the finite-element or
boundary-element method, adjoint techniques to evalu-
ate the sensitivity of the error residual with respect to the
shape or the topology, and gradient descent-based opti-
mization algorithms to update the geometry at every iter-
ation [4, 7, 18, 20, 24]. Furthermore, these techniques call
for carefully chosen regularization schemes and do not al-
ways yield satisfactory results, especially in the presence
of sparse measurements acquired by only one or a few sets
of experiments. For example, in the mechanical loading
case where voids and inclusions in an elastic body are to
be identified from measurements of surface displacement
in response to a prescribed traction, past studies limit
themselves to simple shapes like squares and circles or
fail to find the right number of shapes [5, 9, 34, 39, 40].
Attempts to apply PINNs to geometry detection are in
their infancy, so far restricted to cases where the number
and shape-type of hidden voids or inclusions in an elastic
structure are provided in advance [56].

Our PINN-based TO framework does not require any
prior knowledge on the number and types of shapes. We
allow for arbitrary solution topology by representing the
geometry using a material density field equal to 0 in one
phase and 1 in the other. The material density is param-
eterized through a neural network, which needs to be
regularized in order to push the material density towards
0 or 1 values. Thus, one key ingredient in our frame-
work is a novel eikonal regularization, inspired from fast-
marching level-set methods [1, 43] and neural signed dis-
tance functions [23], that promotes a constant thickness
of the interface region where the material density transi-
tions between 0 and 1, leading to well-defined boundaries
throughout the domain. This eikonal regularization en-
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ters as an additional term in the standard PINN loss,
which is then used to train the neural networks underly-
ing the material density and physical quantities to yield
a solution to the geometry detection problem. As an il-
lustration, we apply our framework to cases involving an
elastic body under mechanical loading, and discover the
topology, locations, and shapes of hidden structures for
a variety of geometries and materials.

RESULTS

Problem formulation

We consider noninvasive geometry detection problems
of the following form. Suppose we have a continuous
body B containing an unknown number of hidden voids
or inclusions, with unknown shapes and at unknown lo-
cations within the body. The material properties are
assumed to be known and homogeneous within the body
and the inclusions. We then apply a certain type of
loading (e.g. mechanical, thermal, acoustic, etc) on the
body’s external boundary ∂Bext, which produces a re-
sponse within the body that can be described by a set of
n physical quantities (e.g. displacements, stresses, tem-
perature, etc). These physical quantities can be lumped
into a vector field ψ : B → Rn and satisfy a known set of
governing PDEs. The goal of the inverse problem is to
identify the number, locations, and shapes of the voids
or inclusions based on measurements along ∂Bext of some
of the physical quantities contained in ψ.

As a concrete example, we consider two prototypical
plane-strain elasticity inverse problems. In the first case,
a square elastic matrix with hidden voids or inclusions is
pulled by a uniform traction Po on two sides (Fig. 1a).
The goal of the inverse problem is to identify the num-
ber, locations, and shapes of the voids or inclusions using
discrete measurements of the displacement of the outer
boundary of the matrix. In the second case, an elastic
layer on top of a hidden rigid substrate is compressed
from the top by a uniform pressure Po, with periodic
lateral boundary conditions (Fig. 1b). The goal is to
identify the shape of the substrate using discrete mea-
surements of the displacement of the top surface. For
both cases, the constitutive properties of all materials
are assumed to be known. We will consider two different
types of constitutive laws: compressible linear elasticity,
which characterizes the small deformation of any com-
pressible elastic material, and incompressible nonlinear
hyperelasticity, which models the large deformation of
rubber-like materials. In the linear elastic case, there ex-
ists a unique solution to the inverse problem (see proof
in Supplementary Information), making it well-suited to
evaluating the accuracy of our TO framework.

Following density-based TO methods [51], we avoid
any restriction on the number and shapes of hidden struc-
tures by parameterizing the geometry of the elastic body
B through a discrete-valued material density function
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Fig. 1. Setup of two geometry identification problems
in elastic bodies under mechanical loading. a, A square
elastic matrix with hidden voids or inclusions is pulled by a
known uniform traction on two opposite sides. The goal is
to identify the number, locations, and shapes of the voids or
inclusions within using measurements of the displacement oc-
curring along the outer boundary of the matrix. b, An elastic
layer on top of a hidden rigid substrate is compressed from the
top by a uniform pressure. The goal is to identify the shape
of the substrate using measurements of the displacement of
the top surface.

ρ : Ω → {0, 1}, where Ω is a global domain comprising
both B and the hidden voids or inclusions. The material
density is defined to be equal to 1 in the elastic body B
and 0 in the voids or inclusions. The physical quanti-
ties ψ can then be extended to the global domain Ω by
introducing an explicit ρ-dependence in their governing
PDEs, leading to equations of the form

r(ψ(x), ρ(x)) = 0, x ∈ Ω, (1a)

b(ψ(x)) = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, (1b)

with known boundary conditions defined solely on the
external boundary ∂Ω = ∂Bext. Note that the residual
functions r and b may contain partial derivatives of ψ
and ρ. The inverse problem is now to find the distribu-
tion of material density ρ in Ω so that the corresponding
solution for ψ matches surface measurements ψmi at dis-
crete locations xi ∈ ∂Ωm ⊂ ∂Ω, that is,

ψ(xi) = ψmi , xi ∈ ∂Ωm. (2)

In practice, we might only measure select quantities in ψ
at some of the locations, but we do not write so explicitly
to avoid overloading the notation.

For the linear elasticity problem that we consider as an
example, ψ = (u,σ) where u(x) and σ(x) are displace-
ment and stress fields, respectively, and the governing
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equations comprise equilibrium relations
∑
j ∂σij/∂xj =

0 and a constitutive law F (σ,∇u, ρ) = 0, both defined
over Ω. The presence of ρ in the constitutive law speci-
fies different material behaviors for the elastic solid phase
and the void or rigid inclusion phase. The applied bound-
ary conditions take the form u = ū on ∂Ωu and σn = t̄
on ∂Ωt, where ∂Ωu and ∂Ωt are partitions of the ex-
ternal boundary with applied displacements and applied
tractions, respectively, and n is the outward unit nor-
mal. In the case of the elastic layer, the outer bound-
ary also comprises a portion ∂Ωp with periodic bound-
ary conditions on the displacement and traction. Finally,
the requirement that the predictions for u at the surface
match the measurement data is expressed as u(xi) = umi ,
xi ∈ ∂Ωm. See Methods for a detailed formulation of the
governing equations and boundary conditions for all con-
sidered cases.

Similar to density-based TO methods [51], we relax the
binary constraint on the material density by allowing in-
termediate values of ρ between 0 and 1. This renders the
problem amenable to gradient-based optimization, which
underpins the PINN-based TO framework that we intro-
duce in the next section. However, the challenge is to find
an appropriate regularization mechanism that drives the
optimized material distribution towards 0 and 1 rather
than intermediate values devoid of physical meaning. As
we will show in the discussion, common strategies em-
ployed in TO [18, 51] do not yield satisfactory results in
our PINN-based framework for geometry detection prob-
lems. Thus, we have developed a novel eikonal regulariza-
tion scheme inspired from level-set methods and signed
distance functions, which we will describe after present-
ing the general framework.

General framework

We propose a TO framework based on PINNs for solv-
ing noninvasive geometry detection problems (Fig. 2). At
the core of the framework are several deep neural net-
works that approximate the physical quantities ψ(x) de-
scribing the problem and the material density ρ(x). For
the physical quantities, each neural network maps the
spatial location x = (x1, x2) to one of the variables in
ψ = (ψ1, · · · , ψn); this can be expressed as ψi = ψ̄i(x;θi)
where ψ̄i is the map defined by the ith neural network and
its trainable parameters θi (see Methods). For the ma-
terial distribution, we first define a neural network with
trainable parameters θφ that maps x to a scalar variable
φ = φ̄(x;θφ). A sigmoid function is then applied to φ
to yield ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) = sigmoid(φ̄(x;θφ)/δ), which
we simply write as ρ = ρ̄(x,θφ). This construction en-
sures that the material density ρ remains between 0 and
1, and δ is a transition length scale that we will com-
ment on later. We define the phase transition to occur
at ρ = 0.5 so that the zero level-set of φ delineates the
boundary between the two material phases, hence φ is
hereafter referred to as a level-set function [43, 44].

We now seek the parameters θψ = {θ1, . . . ,θn} and
θφ so that the neural network approximations for ψ(x)
and ρ(x) satisfy the governing equations (1a) and ap-
plied boundary conditions (1b) while matching the sur-
face measurements (2). This is achieved by constructing
a loss function of the form

L(θψ,θφ) = λmeasLmeas(θψ) + λgovLgov(θψ,θφ)

+ λregLeik(θφ), (3)

where Lmeas and Lgov measure the degree to which the
neural network approximations do not satisfy the mea-
surements and governing equations, respectively, Leik is
a crucial regularization term that drives ρ towards 0 or
1 values and that we will explain below, and the λ’s are
scalar weights. The measurement loss takes the form

Lmeas(θψ) =
1

|∂Ωm|
∑

xi∈∂Ωm

|ψ̄(xi;θψ)−ψmi |2, (4)

where |∂Ωm| denotes the size of the set ∂Ωm. A trivial
modification of this expression is necessary in the case
where only select quantities in ψ are measured. The
governing equations loss takes the form

Lgov(θψ,θφ) =
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|r(ψ̄(xi;θψ), ρ̄(xi;θφ))|2,

(5)
where Ωd is a set of collocation points in Ω, and we use au-
tomatic differentiation to calculate in a mesh-free fashion
the spatial derivatives contained in r. We design the ar-
chitecture of our neural networks in such a way that they
inherently satisfy the boundary conditions (see Methods,
section “Detailed PINNs formulation”).

Finally, the optimal parameters θ∗ψ and θ∗φ that solve
the problem can be obtained by training the neural net-
works to minimize the loss (3) using stochastic gradient
descent-based optimization. The corresponding physi-
cal quantities ψ̄(x;θ∗ψ) will match the discrete surface
measurements while satisfying the governing equations
of the problem, while the corresponding material density
ρ̄(x;θ∗φ) will reveal the number, locations, and shapes of
the hidden voids or inclusions.

Material density regularization

We now describe the key ingredient that ensures the
success of our framework. As mentioned above, the main
challenge is to promote the material density ρ(x) to con-
verge towards 0 or 1 away from the material phase bound-
aries, given by the zero level-set φ = 0. Moreover, we
desire the thickness of the transition region along these
boundaries, where ρ goes from 0 to 1, to be uniform ev-
erywhere in order to ensure consistency of physical laws
across the interface (e.g. stress jumps).

To visualize what happens in the absence of regulariza-
tion, consider a random instance of the neural network
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Fig. 2. TO framework for noninvasive detection of hidden geometries. The geometry of the system, which is initially
unknown, is parameterized by a material density field given through a level-set function and equal to 1 in the elastic body and
0 in the voids or inclusions. The level-set function and the physical quantities describing the problem are approximated with
deep neural networks designed to inherently satisfy the applied boundary conditions. These neural networks are then trained
to minimize a loss function that drives the material density and physical quantities towards satisfying the governing equation
of the problem while matching discrete surface measurements. A crucial eikonal regularization term in the loss function ensures
that the material density transitions between 0 and 1 over a prescribed length scale and avoids settling on intermediate values.
By the end of the optimization, the converged material distribution reveals the location and shapes of the hidden structures.

φ = φ̄(x,θφ) (Fig. 3a, left) and the corresponding mate-
rial distribution ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) with δ = 0.01 (Fig. 3a,
center). The sigmoid transformation ensures that ρ never
drops below 0 or exceeds 1, leading to large regions corre-
sponding to one phase or the other. However, the thick-
ness of the transition region where ρ goes from 0 to 1 is
not everywhere uniform, resulting in large zones where ρ
assumes nonphysical values between 0 and 1 (Fig. 3a, cen-
ter). This behavior stems from the non-uniformity of the
gradient norm |∇φ| along the material boundaries φ = 0,
with small and large values of |∇φ| leading to wide and
narrow transition regions, respectively (Fig. 3a, right).

We propose to regularize the material density by forc-
ing the gradient norm |∇φ| to be unity in a narrow band
Ωeik of width w along the material boundaries defined
by the zero level-set φ = 0. In this way, φ becomes
a signed distance function to the material boundary in
the narrow band, thereby constraining the gradient of ρ
to be constant along the interface. To ensure that the
narrow band covers the near-entirety of the transition
region where ρ goes from 0 to 1, we choose w = 10δ so
that ρ = sigmoid(±w/2δ) = sigmoid(±5) ' 0 or 1 along
the edge of the narrow band. To illustrate the effect of
such regularization, we consider the previous random in-
stance of the neural network φ = φ̄(x,θφ) and enforce
the constraint |∇φ| = 1 in the narrow band Ωeik along
its zero level-set (Fig. 3b, left and right). The zero level-
set is kept fixed to facilitate comparison with the un-
regularized case (Fig. 3a). With φ now behaving like a

signed-distance function in the narrow band, a uniform
transition thickness for ρ along all material boundaries
is achieved, without large regions of intermediate density
values (Fig. 3b, center).

In practice, we implement this regularization into our
PINN-based TO framework by including an ‘eikonal’ loss
term Leik in (3), which takes the form

Leik(θφ) =
1

|Ωdeik|
∑

xi∈Ωdeik

(|∇φ(xi)| − 1)
2
, (6)

where Ωdeik = {xi ∈ Ωd : |φ(xi)| < w/2}. The aim of this
term is to penalize deviations away from the constraint
|∇φ| = 1 in the narrow band Ωeik of width w along the
interface defined by the zero level-set φ = 0. Because
finding the subset of collocation points xi in Ωd belong-
ing to the true narrow band of width w at every step of
the training process would be too expensive, we instead
relax the domain over which the constraint |∇φ| = 1 is
active by utilizing the subset Ωdeik of collocation points
that satisfy |φ(xi)| < w/2. As the constraint |∇φ| = 1
is progressively better satisfied during the training pro-
cess, Ωdeik will eventually overlap the true narrow band of
width w along the zero level-set of φ (Fig. 3c).

Since the constraint |∇φ| = 1 in the narrow band takes
the form of an eikonal equation, we call this approach
eikonal regularization. We emphasize that in contrast to
recent works training neural networks to solve the eikonal
equation [23], our eikonal regularization does not force φ
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Fig. 3. Eikonal regularization of the material density.
a, A random level-set function φ yields a material density
ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) with large regions of values between 0 and 1,
due to the nonuniformity of the gradient |∇φ| along the mate-
rial boundaries defined by the zero level-set of φ (black lines).
b, Constraining φ to solve the eikonal equation ∇φ = 1 in a
narrow band Ωeik of thickness w (edges depicted by dashed
lines) along the material boundaries results in a uniform tran-
sition thickness of ρ from 0 to 1, without large regions of in-
termediate density values. c, The loss Leik implements the
eikonal regularization in the PINN-based TO framework by
penalizing deviations away from the constraint |∇φ| = 1 on a
subset of collocation points Ωd

eik ⊂ Ωd that approximates the
true narrow band Ωeik.

to vanish on a predefined boundary. Rather, the zero
level-set of φ evolves freely during the training process
in such a way that the corresponding material distribu-
tion ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) and physical quantities ψ mini-
mize the total loss (3), eventually revealing the material
boundaries delineating the hidden voids or inclusions.

Setup of numerical experiments

We evaluate our TO framework on a range of chal-
lenging test cases involving different numbers and shapes
of hidden structures and various materials (Methods,
Tabs. I and II). As a substitute for real experiments, we
use the finite-element method (FEM) software Abaqus
to compute the deformed shape of the boundary of the
elastic structure and generate the measurement data for
each case (Methods, section “FEM simulations”). Us-
ing this measurement data, we run our TO framework to
discover the number, locations, and shapes of the hidden
voids or rigid inclusions (for implementation and training
details, see Methods, section “Architecture and training
details”). We then compare the obtained results with the
ground truth — the voids or inclusions originally fed into
Abaqus — to assess the efficacy of our framework.

Elastic matrix experiments

We first apply our framework to cases involving a lin-
ear elastic matrix (Fig. 1a) containing voids (cases 1, 3,
8, 10, 15, 17 in Methods, Tab. I). As the various loss com-
ponents are minimized during training (Fig. 4a), the ma-
terial density ρ evolves and splits in a way that progres-
sively reveals the number, locations, and shapes of the
hidden voids (Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Movie 1), without advance knowledge of their topology.
By the end of the training, the transition regions where
the material density goes from 0 to 1 have uniform thick-
ness along all internal boundaries (Fig. 4d), thanks to the
eikonal regularization that encourages the level-set gra-
dient ∇φ to have unit norm in a band along the material
boundaries φ = 0 (Fig. 4b,c). The agreement between
the final inferred shapes and the ground truth is remark-
able, with our framework able to recover intricate details
such as the three lobes and the concave surfaces of the
star-shaped void (Fig. 4d, second from left), or the ex-
act aspect ratio and location of a thin slit (Fig. 4d, third
from left). The stress and strain fields of the deformed
matrix are also obtained as a byproduct of the solution
process (Extended Data Fig. 2). The only case that is
not completely identified is the U-shaped void (Fig. 4d,
first from right), a result of the miniscule influence of
the inner lobe on the outer surface displacements due to
its low level of strain and stress (Extended Data Fig. 8).
Finally, our framework maintains accurate results when
reducing the number of surface measurement points or re-
stricting measurements to a few surfaces (Extended Data
Figs. 5-7).

Next, we consider cases involving linear elastic and
rigid inclusions in the linear elastic matrix (cases 4, 5, 6,
11, 12, 13 in Methods, Tab. I). Our framework success-
fully identifies the inclusions in almost all cases (Fig. 4e).
Inferred displacements and stresses of the deformed ma-
trix (Extended Data Fig. 3) confirm the intuition that
voids or soft inclusions soften the matrix while stiff or
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Fig. 4. Identification of voids and inclusions in elastic matrices. A linear elastic matrix containing voids (a-d): a,
The various loss components that enforce the solution to match the surface measurement data, satisfy the governing equations,
and obey the eikonal regularization, are being minimized during the training process. b,c, The final level-set function φ and
its gradient magnitude |∇φ| show the effect of the eikonal regularization, making φ a signed distance function in narrow band
along the interface. d, The final material density ρ reveals the number, locations, and shapes of the hidden voids, which
are compared with the ground truth shown in dotted white lines. e, The final material density predictions in the case of a
linear elastic matrix containing soft, stiff or rigid inclusions. f, The final material density predictions in the case of a nonlinear
hyperelastic matrix containing voids subject to large stretches.
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rigid inclusions harden the matrix. The U-shaped soft
and stiff elastic inclusions (Fig. 4e, second and third from
right) are better detected by the framework than their
void or rigid counterparts (Fig. 4d, first from right and
Fig. 4e, first from right), since an elastic inclusion induces
some strain and stress on the inner lobe (Extended Data
Fig. 8).

Finally, we consider cases involving a soft, incompress-
ible Neo-Hookean hyperelastic matrix with the same void
shapes considered previously (cases 2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 18 in
Methods, Tab. I). The geometries are identified equally
well (Fig. 4f) in this large deformation regime (Extended
Data Fig. 4) as with linear elastic materials, which illus-
trates the ability of the framework to cope with nonlinear
governing equations without any added complexity in the
formulation or the implementation.

Elastic layer experiments

We finally apply our framework to the periodic elas-
tic layer (Fig. 1b), where a linear elastic material covers
a hidden rigid substrate (cases 20, 21, 22 in Methods,
Tab. II). Contrary to the matrix problem, this setup only
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Fig. 5. Identification of substrate shape underneath
a periodic linear elastic layer. a, The various loss com-
ponents that enforce the solution to match the surface mea-
surement data, satisfy the governing equations, and obey the
eikonal regularization, are being minimized during the train-
ing process. b,c, The final level-set function φ and its gradient
magnitude |∇φ| show the effect of the eikonal regularization,
which makes φ a signed distance function in narrow band
along the material boundary. d, The final material density ρ
reveals the shape of the buried rigid substrate.

provides access to measurements on the top surface, and

the hidden geometry to be discovered is not completely
surrounded by the elastic material. Our TO framework is
nevertheless able to detect the correct depths and shapes
of the hidden substrates (Fig. 5). This example demon-
strates the versatility of the framework in adapting to
various problem setups.

DISCUSSION

As with any TO method relying on a material den-
sity field to parameterize the geometry, the success of
our PINN-based framework hinges on the presence of an
appropriate regularization mechanism to penalize inter-
mediate density values. Although we have shown that
our novel eikonal regularization leads to consistently ac-
curate results, other regularization approaches have been
employed in classical adjoint-based TO methods [18, 51].
These include the total variation dimishing (TVD) reg-
ularization [10, 39] that penalizes the L1 norm of the
density gradient ∇ρ, the explicit penalization regulariza-
tion [3] that penalizes the integral over the domain of
ρ(1− ρ), and the Solid Isotropic Material with Penaliza-
tion (SIMP) approach [7] that relates material proper-
ties such as the shear modulus and the material density
through a power-law with exponent p. The latter is the
most popular regularization mechanism in structural op-
timization [8]. However, when implemented in our PINN-
based framework for the detection of hidden geometries,
these methods yield inferior results to the eikonal regular-
ization (Fig. 6). Indeed, we compare all four approaches
on a challenging test case involving a linear elastic rect-
angular matrix pulled from the top and bottom and con-
taining soft inclusions in the shape of the letters M, I,
and T (case 19, Tab. I). The measurements consist of the
displacement along the outer boundary, similar to the
previous square matrix examples. We consider different
values of the regularization weight λreg (for the eikonal,
TVD and explicit penalization regularizations) and the
exponent p (for the SIMP regularization), and solve the
inverse problem using four random initializations of the
neural networks in each case. Not only was the eikonal
regularization the only one to find the right shapes, it did
so over three orders of magnitude of λreg, demonstrating
a desirable robustness with respect to λreg (Fig. 6).

Thanks to the flexibility of the PINN framework,
adapting our approach to various scenarios involving par-
tial information, three-dimensional geometries, or other
types of noninvasive imaging experiments (e.g. using
thermal [6], acoustic [14], electric [12], or magnetic [37]
loading) should be straightforward. As an illustration,
we identify a hidden inclusion in a nonlinearly conducting
matrix using partially unknown thermal loading (Supple-
mentary Information), mimicking an inaccessible surface.
This experiment reveals our method’s ability to generate
good results without further modifications even when the
forward problem is ill-posed, which would require includ-
ing the unknown boundary condition as an additional op-
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Fig. 6. Comparison between eikonal regularization and alternative regularizations. a, The eikonal regularization
achieves a high IoU (intersection over union, a geometry detection accuracy metric equal to 1 in the perfect case) above 0.95
for any value of the regularization weight λreg within a range spanning three orders of magnitude. The results are consistent
over 4 random initializations of the neural networks parameters, with the circles reporting the average value and the shade
reporting the highest and lowest values. By contrast, the total variation diminishing (TVD), explicit penalization, and Solid
Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) regularizations never exceed IoU values above 0.93, with larger variability among
realizations. b, The final material density ρ obtained with each regularization mechanism for various values of the regularization
weight λreg or exponent p (shown in a by the shaded areas) demonstrates the efficacy of the eikonal regularization. The evolution
of the solution during training using the eikonal regularization and λreg = 1 is shown in Supplementary Movie 2.

timization variable in a classical adjoint-based approach.

In conclusion, we have presented a PINN-based TO
framework with a novel eikonal regularization, which we
have applied to the noninvasive detection of hidden in-
clusions. By representing the geometry through a ma-
terial density field combined with a novel eikonal regu-
larization, our framework is able to discover the num-
ber, shapes and locations of hidden structures, without
any prior knowledge required regarding the number or
the types of shapes to expect. Finally, the idea of pa-
rameterizing geometries of arbitrary topologies with a
material density field regularized with the eikonal con-
straint opens a pathway for PINNs to be applied to a

wide range of design optimization problems constrained
by physical governing equations. These include, for in-
stance, the design of lenses that achieve targeted optical
properties [38, 41] or the design of structures and meta-
materials that exhibit desirable mechanical, acoustic, or
thermal properties [8, 30, 32].
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METHODS

Governing equations

The two plane-strain elasticity inverse problems con-
sidered in this study (Fig. 1) are defined in a two-
dimensional domain Ω ⊂ R2 formed by the union of the
elastic body B and the voids or inclusions. Denoting
with x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω the planar spatial coordinates, the
hidden geometrical layout of voids or inclusions is char-
acterized by a material density ρ(x) equal to 1 in the
body B and 0 in the voids or inclusions.

Small-deformation linear elasticity

We first consider the case where the elastic body and
inclusions consist of linear elastic materials, with Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν for the body, and
Young’s modulus Ē and Poisson’s ratio ν̄ for the inclu-
sions. Voids and rigid inclusions correspond to the limits
Ē → 0 and Ē →∞, respectively. The deformation of the
elastic body containing the inclusions is described by a
vector field ψ(x) = (u(x),σ(x)), where u(x) is a planar
displacement field with components ui(x) and σ(x) is a
Cauchy stress tensor with components σij(x). Indices i
and j will hereafter always range from 1 to 2.

The governing PDEs comprise the equilibrium equa-
tions

∑

j

∂σij
∂xj

= 0, x ∈ Ω, (7)

as well as a linear elastic constitutive law F (σ,∇u, ρ) =
0 that we will express in two different but equivalent
ways, depending on whether the inclusions are softer or
stiffer than the matrix. For voids and soft inclusions, we
consider the constitutive law in stress-strain form,

σ = ρ [λ tr(ε) I + 2µ ε] ,

(1− ρ)
[
λ̄ tr(ε) I + 2µ̄ ε

]
, x ∈ Ω, (8)

where ε = (∇u +∇uT )/2 is the infinitesimal strain ten-
sor, tr(ε) denotes its trace, λ = Eν/(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) and
µ = E/2(1 + ν) are the Lamé constants of the body, and
λ̄ = Ēν̄/(1+ ν̄)(1−2ν̄) and µ̄ = Ē/2(1+ ν̄) are the Lamé
constants of the inclusions. Notice that the case of voids,
the stress vanishes in the ρ = 0 regions. For stiff and
rigid inclusions, we consider the constitutive law in the
inverted strain-stress form

ε = ρ

[
1 + ν

E
σ − ν(1 + ν)

E
tr(σ) I

]

(1− ρ)

[
1 + ν̄

Ē
σ − ν̄(1 + ν̄)

Ē
tr(σ) I

]
, x ∈ Ω, (9)

where tr(σ) is the trace of the stress tensor. This re-
lation differs from the three-dimensional one due to the

plane strain assumption. Notice that the case of rigid
inclusions, the strain vanishes in the ρ = 0 regions.

The boundary conditions on ∂Ω and surface displace-
ment measurement locations ∂Ωm are different in the two
problems. For the elastic matrix (Fig. 1a), the domain is
Ω = [−0.5, 0.5]× [−0.5, 0.5] and the boundary conditions
are

σ(x)n(x) = −Poe1, x ∈ {−0.5, 0.5} × [−0.5, 0.5],
(10a)

σ(x)n(x) = 0, x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]× {−0.5, 0.5}.
(10b)

The measurement locations ∂Ωm are distributed along
the entire external boundary ∂Ω. In the case of the M, I,
T inclusions (case 19, Tab. I), the boundary conditions
(10) are changed to account for the fact that the matrix
is pulled from the top and bottom boundaries and covers
the domain Ω = [−1, 1]× [−0.5, 0.5]. For the elastic layer
(Fig. 1b), the domain is Ω = [0, 1] × [−0.5, 0] and the
boundary conditions are

σ(x)n(x) = −Poe2, x ∈ [0, 1]× {0}, (11a)

u = 0, x ∈ [0, 1]× {−0.5}, (11b)

as well as periodic for the displacement and traction on
x ∈ {0, 1} × [−0.5, 0]. The measurement locations ∂Ωm

are distributed along the top surface ∂Ωt = [0, 1]× {0}.
The geometry identification problem that we solve can

then be stated as follows. Given surface displacement
measurements umi at locations xi ∈ ∂Ωm, find the dis-
tribution of material density ρ in Ω such that the dif-
ference between the predicted and measured surface dis-
placements vanish, that is,

u(xi) = umi , xi ∈ ∂Ωm. (12)

The predicted displacement field must satisfy the equi-
librium equation (7), the constitutive relation (8) or (9),
and the boundary conditions (10) or (11).

Large-deformation nonlinear hyperelasticity

Next, we consider the case where the elastic body con-
sists of an incompressible Neo-Hookean hyperelastic ma-
terial with shear modulus µ. We now have to distinguish
between the reference (undeformed) and current (de-
formed) configurations. We denote by x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω
and y = (y1, y2) ∈ Ω∗ the coordinates in the reference
and deformed configurations, respectively, with Ω∗ the
deformed image of Ω. The displacement field u(x) with
components ui(x) moves an initial position x ∈ Ω into
its current location y = x + u(x) ∈ Ω∗. In order to for-
mulate the governing equations and boundary conditions
in the reference configuration Ω, we need to introduce
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S(x) with compo-
nents Sij(x). Unlike the Cauchy stress tensor, the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is defined in Ω and is not
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symmetric. The deformation of the elastic body is then
described by the vector field ψ(x) = (u(x),S(x), p(x))
defined over Ω, where p(x) is a pressure field that serves
to enforce the incompressibility constraint.

The equilibrium equations are

∑

j

∂Sij
∂xj

= 0, x ∈ Ω, (13)

where the derivatives in ∇x are taken with respect to
the reference coordinates x. We only consider the pres-
ence of voids so that the nonlinear constitutive law
F (S,∇xu, p, ρ) = 0 is simply expressed as

S = ρ
[
−pF−T + µF

]
, x ∈ Ω, (14)

where F(x) = I + ∇xu(x) is the deformation gradient
tensor. Notice that the stress vanishes in the ρ = 0 re-
gions. Finally, we have the incompressibility constraint

ρ [det(F)− 1] = 0, x ∈ Ω, (15)

which turns itself off in the ρ = 0 regions since voids do
not deform in a way that preserves volume.

We only treat the matrix problem (Fig. 1a) in this
hyperelastic case. The domain is Ω = [−0.5, 0.5] ×
[−0.5, 0.5] and the boundary conditions are

S(x)n0(x) = −Poe1, x ∈ {−0.5, 0.5} × [−0.5, 0.5],
(16a)

S(x)n0(x) = 0, x ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]× {−0.5, 0.5}.
(16b)

As in the linear elastic case, the measurement locations
∂Ωm are distributed along the entire external boundary
∂Ω.

The geometry identification problem can then be
stated identically as in the linear elastic case. This time,
the predicted displacement field must satisfy the equi-
librium equation (13), the constitutive relation (14), the
incompressibility condition (15), and the boundary con-
ditions (16).

Rescaling

The various physical quantities involved in the elas-
ticity inverse problem span a wide range of scales; for
instance, displacements may be orders of magnitude
smaller than the length scale associated with the ge-
ometry. Thus, we rescale all physical quantities into
nondimensional values of order one, as also done in [29].
Lengths are rescaled with the width L of the elastic
matrix or elastic layer, tractions and stresses with the
magnitude Po of the applied traction at the boundaries,
and displacements with the ratio LPo/E, where E is the
Young’s modulus of the elastic material (in the hyperelas-
tic case, we use the equivalent Young’s modulus E = 3µ,
where µ is the shear modulus of the hyperelastic ma-
terial). This rescaling is critical to enable the neural

networks underlying our framework to handle elasticity
problems across a wide range of material moduli and ap-
plied loads.

Solution methodology

Here, we describe in detail the application of our TO
framework to the solution of the two plane-strain elastic-
ity inverse problems formulated in the introduction. We
will treat separately the small-deformation linear elastic-
ity case and the large-deformation hyperelasticity case.

Small-deformation linear elasticity

Since the problem is described by the physical quan-
tities ψ = (u1, u2, σ11, σ22, σ12), we introduce the neural
network approximations

u1(x) = ū1(x;θ1), (17a)

u2(x) = ū2(x;θ2), (17b)

σ11(x) = σ̄11(x;θ3), (17c)

σ22(x) = σ̄22(x;θ4), (17d)

σ12(x) = σ̄12(x;θ5), (17e)

φ(x) = φ̄(x;θφ). (17f)

The last equation represents the level-set neural network,
which defines the material density as ρ(x) = ρ̄(x;θφ) =
sigmoid(φ̄(x;θφ)/δ). We then formulate the loss function
(3) by specializing the loss term expressions presented in
results section to the linear elasticity problem. Omitting
the θ’s for notational simplicity, we obtain

Lmeas(θψ) =
1

|∂Ωm|
∑

xi∈∂Ωm

|ū(xi)− umi |2, (18a)

Lgov(θψ,θφ) =
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|req(σ̄(xi))|2

+
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|rcr(ū(xi), σ̄(xi), ρ̄(xi))|2,

(18b)

Leik(θφ) =
1

|Ωdeik|
∑

xi∈Ωdeik

(
|∇φ̄(xi)| − 1

)2
, (18c)

where ū = (ū1, ū2) and σ̄ has components σ̄i,j , i, j = 1, 2.
In (18b), the terms req and rcr refer to the residuals of
the equilibrium equation (7) and the constitutive relation
(8) or (9). The eikonal loss term is problem-independent
and therefore identical to (6).

We note that instead of defining neural network ap-
proximations for the displacements and the stresses, we
could define neural network approximations solely for the
displacements, that is, ψ = (u1, u2). In this case, the loss
term (18b) would only include the residual of the equilib-
rium equation (7), in which the stress components would
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be directly expressed in terms of the displacements and
the material distribution using the constitutive relation
(8). However, several recent studies [21, 25, 26, 29, 47, 48]
have shown that the mixed formulation adopted in the
present work results in superior accuracy and training
performance, which could partly be explained by the
fact that only first-order derivatives of the neural net-
work outputs are involved since the displacements and
stresses are only differentiated to first oder in (7) and
(8). In our case, the mixed formulation holds the addi-
tional advantage that it enables us to treat stiff and rigid
inclusions using the inverted constitutive relation (9) in-
stead of (8). Finally, the mixed formulation allows us to
directly integrate both displacement and traction bound-
ary conditions into the output of the neural network ap-
proximations, as we describe in the next paragraph.

We design the architecture of the neural networks in
such a way that they inherently satisfy the boundary con-
ditions, treating the latter as hard constraints [17, 53].
For the elastic matrix, we do this through the transfor-
mations

ū1(x;θ1) = ū′1(x;θ1), (19a)

ū2(x;θ2) = ū′2(x;θ2), (19b)

σ̄11(x;θ3) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5) σ̄′11(x;θ3) + Po, (19c)

σ̄22(x;θ4) = (y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) σ̄′22(x;θ4), (19d)

σ̄12(x;θ5) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5)·
(y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) σ̄′12(x;θ5), (19e)

φ̄(x;θφ) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5)·
(y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) φ̄′(x;θφ) + w, (19f)

where the quantities with a prime denote the raw output
of the neural network. In this way, the neural network
approximations defined in (17) obey by construction the
boundary conditions (10). Further, since we know that
the elastic material is present all along the outer surface
∂Ω, we define φ̄ so that φ = w on ∂Ω, which ensures
that ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) ' 1 on ∂Ω (recall that w is such
that sigmoid(w/2δ) ' 1). In the case of the M, I, T
inclusions, these transformations are changed to reflect
the fact that the matrix is wider and pulled from the top
and bottom. For the periodic elastic layer, we introduce
the transformations

ū1(x;θ1) = (y + 0.5) ū′1(cosx, sinx, y;θ1), (20a)

ū2(x;θ2) = (y + 0.5) ū′2(cosx, sinx, y;θ2), (20b)

σ̄11(x;θ3) = σ̄′11(cosx, sinx, y;θ3), (20c)

σ̄22(x;θ4) = y σ̄′22(cosx, sinx, y;θ4)− Po, (20d)

σ̄12(x;θ5) = y σ̄′12(cosx, sinx, y;θ5), (20e)

φ̄(x;θφ) = y(y + 0.5) φ̄′(cosx, sinx, y;θφ)

+ w(4y + 1), (20f)

so that the neural network approximations defined in (17)
obey by construction the boundary conditions (11) and
are periodic along the x direction. Further, since we know

that the elastic material is present all along the top sur-
face y = 0 and the rigid substrate is present all along
the bottom surface y = −0.5, we define φ̄ so that φ = w
for y = 0 and φ = −w for y = −0.5, which ensures that
ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) ' 1 for y = 0 and ρ ' 0 for y = −0.5.

Large-deformation hyperelasticity

The problem is now described by the physical quan-
tities ψ = (u1, u2, S11, S22, S12, S21, p). We therefore in-
troduce the neural network approximations

u1(x) = ū1(x;θ1), (21a)

u2(x) = ū2(x;θ2), (21b)

S11(x) = S̄11(x;θ3), (21c)

S22(x) = S̄22(x;θ4), (21d)

S12(x) = S̄12(x;θ5), (21e)

S21(x) = S̄21(x;θ6), (21f)

p(x) = p̄(x;θ7), (21g)

φ(x) = φ̄(x;θφ), (21h)

and the material distribution is given by ρ(x) =
ρ̄(x;θφ) = sigmoid(φ̄(x;θφ)/δ). We then formulate the
loss function (3) by specializing the loss term expressions
presented in Section to the linear elasticity problem, us-
ing the governing equations given in Appendix . Omit-
ting the θ’s for notational simplicity, we obtain

Lmeas(θψ) =
1

|∂Ωm|
∑

xi∈∂Ωm

|ū(xi)− umi |2, (22a)

Lgov(θψ,θφ) =
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|req(S̄(xi))|2

+
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|rcr(ū(xi), S̄(xi), p̄(xi), ρ̄(xi))|2

+
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|rinc(ū(xi), ρ̄(xi))|2, (22b)

Leik(θφ) =
1

|Ωdeik|
∑

xi∈Ωdeik

(
|∇φ̄(xi)| − 1

)2
, (22c)

where ū = (ū1, ū2) and S̄ has components S̄i,j , i, j = 1, 2.
In (22b), the terms req, rcr, and rinc refer to the residuals
of the equilibrium equation (13), the constitutive rela-
tion (14), and the incompressibility constraint (15). The
eikonal loss term is problem-independent and therefore
identical to (6).

As in the linear elasticity case, we design the archi-
tecture of the neural networks in such a way that they
inherently satisfy the boundary conditions. For the elas-
tic matrix problem,

ū1(x;θ1) = ū′1(x;θ1), (23a)

ū2(x;θ2) = ū′2(x;θ2), (23b)
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S̄11(x;θ3) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5) S̄′11(x;θ3) + Po, (23c)

S̄22(x;θ4) = (y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) S̄′22(x;θ4), (23d)

S̄12(x;θ5) = (y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) S̄′12(x;θ5), (23e)

S̄21(x;θ6) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5) S̄′21(x;θ6), (23f)

p̄(x;θ7) = p̄′(x;θ7), (23g)

φ̄(x;θφ) = (x− 0.5)(x+ 0.5)·
(y − 0.5)(y + 0.5) φ̄′(x;θφ) + w, (23h)

where the quantities with a prime denote the raw output
of the neural network. In this way, the neural network
approximations defined in (21) obey by construction the
boundary conditions of the problem. As before, since
we know that the elastic material is present all along the
outer surface ∂Ω, we define φ̄ so that φ = w on ∂Ω, which
ensures that ρ = sigmoid(φ/δ) ' 1 on ∂Ω.

Architecture and training details

Here, we provide implementation details regarding the
architecture of the deep neural networks, the training
procedure and corresponding parameter values.

Neural network architecture

State variable fields of the form ψ(x) are approximated
using deep fully-connected neural networks that map the
location x to the corresponding value of ψ at that loca-
tion. This map can be expressed as ψ(x) = ψ̄(x;θ), and
is defined by the sequence of operations

z0 = x, (24a)

zk = σ(Wkzk−1 + bk), 1 ≤ k ≤ `− 1, (24b)

ψ = z` = W`z`−1 + b`. (24c)

The input x is propagated through ` layers, all of which
(except the last) take the form of a linear operation com-
posed with a nonlinear transformation. Each layer out-
puts a vector zk ∈ Rqk , where qk is the number of ‘neu-
rons’, and is defined by a weight matrix Wk ∈ Rqk×qk−1 ,
a bias vector bk ∈ Rqk , and a nonlinear activation func-
tion σ(·). Finally, the output of the last layer is as-
signed to ψ. The weight matrices and bias vectors, which
parametrize the map from x to ψ, form a set of trainable
parameters θ = {Wk,bk}`k=1.

The choice of the nonlinear activation function σ(·) and
the initialization procedure for the trainable parameters
θ are both important factors in determining the perfor-
mance of neural networks. While the tanh function has
been a popular candidate in the context of PINNs [35],
recent works by Refs. [52, 55] have shown that using sinu-
soidal activation functions can lead to improved training
performance by promoting the emergence of small-scale
features. In this work, we select the sinusoidal repre-
sentation network (SIREN) architecture from Ref. [52],

which combines the use of the sine as an activation func-
tion with a specific way to initialize the trainable param-
eters θ that ensures that the distribution of the input
to each sine activation function remains unchanged over
successive layers. Specifically, each component of Wk

is uniformly distributed between −
√

6/qk and
√

6/qk
where qk is the number of neurons in layer k, and bk = 0,
for k = 1, . . . , `. Further, the first layer of the SIREN ar-
chitecture is z1 = σ(ω0W

1z0 +b1) instead of (24b), with
the extra scalar ω0 promoting higher-frequency content
in the output.

Training procedure

We construct the total loss function (3) and train
the neural networks in TensorFlow 2. The training is
performed using ADAM, a first-order gradient-descent-
based algorithm with adaptive step size [31]. In each
case, we repeat the training over four random initializa-
tions of the neural networks parameters and report the
best results. Three tricks resulted in noticeably improved
training performance and consistency:

• First, we found that pretraining the level-set neu-
ral network φ(x) = φ̄(x;θφ) in a standard super-
vised setting leads to much more consistent results
over different initializations of the neural networks.
During this pretraining step, carried out before the
main optimization step in which all neural networks
are trained to minimize the loss (3), we minimize
the mean-square error

Lsup(θφ) =
1

|Ωd|
∑

xi∈Ωd

|φ̄(xi;θφ)− φi|, (25)

where Ωd is the same set of collocation points as
in (5), the supervised labels φi = |xi| − 0.25 for
the elastic matrix, and φi = yi + 0.25 for the
elastic layer. The material density ρ̄(x;θφ) =
sigmoid(φ̄(x;θφ)/δ) obtained at the end of this pre-
training step is one outside a circle of radius 0.25
centered at the origin for the elastic matrix, and it
is one above the horizontal line y = −0.25 for the
elastic layer. This choice for the supervised labels is
justified by the fact that ρ is known to be one along
the outer boundary of the domain Ω for the elastic
matrix, and it is known to be one (zero) along the
top (bottom) boundary of Ω for the elastic layer.

• Second, during the main optimization in which all
neural networks are trained to minimize the loss
(3), we evaluate the loss component Lgov in (5)
using a different subset, or mini-batch, of resid-
ual points from Ωd at every iteration. Such a
mini-batching approach has been reported to im-
prove the convergence of the PINN training pro-
cess [15, 54], corroborating our own observations.
In our case, we choose to divide the set Ωd into
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10 different mini-batches of size |Ωd|/10, which are
then employed sequentially to evaluate Lgov during
each subsequent gradient update

θk+1
ψ = θkψ − αψ(k)∇θψL(θkψ,θ

k
φ), (26a)

θk+1
φ = θkφ − αφ(k)∇θφL(θkψ,θ

k
φ). (26b)

An epoch of training, which is defined as one com-
plete pass through the whole set Ωd, therefore con-
sists of 10 gradient updates.

• Third, the initial nominal step size αψ governing
the learning rate of the physical quantities neural
networks is set to be 10 times larger than its coun-
terpart αφ governing the learning rate of the level-
set neural network. This results in a separation
of time scales between the rate of change of the
physical quantities neural networks and that of the
level-set neural network, which is motivated by the
idea that physical quantities should be given time
to adapt to a given geometry before the geometry
itself changes.

Parameter values

The parameter values described below apply to all re-
sults presented in this paper.

• Neural network architecture. For all cases ex-
cept the M, I, T inclusions (case 19, Tab. I), we
opted for neural networks with 4 hidden layers of 50
neurons each, which we found to be a good compro-
mise between expressivity and training time. For
the M, I, T inclusions, we used 6 hidden layers with
100 neurons each. Further, we choose ω0 = 10 as
the scalar appearing in the first layer of the SIREN
architecture.

• Collocation and measurements points. In the
square and rectangle elastic matrix problems, we
consider that the boundary displacement is mea-
sured along each of the four external boundaries
at 100 equally-spaced points, which amounts to
|∂Ωm| = 400. In the elastic layer problem, we
consider that the boundary displacement is mea-
sured along the top boundary at 100 equally-spaced
points, which amounts to |∂Ωm| = 100. For both
geometries except the M, I, T inclusions, the set
of collocation points Ωd consists of 10000 points
distributed in Ω with a Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS) strategy, yielding 10 mini-batches containing
1000 points each. For the M, I, T inclusions, Ωd

consists of 50000 points, yielding 50 mini-batches
containing 1000 points each.

• Training parameters. The pretraining of the
level-set neural network is carried out using the
ADAM optimizer with nominal step size 10−3 over
800 training epochs, employing the whole set Ωd

to compute the gradient of Lsup at each update
step. The main optimization, during which all neu-
ral networks are trained to minimize the total loss
(3), is carried out using the ADAM optimizer. For
the matrix cases except the M, I, T inclusions, we
use a total of 150k training epochs starting from
a nominal step size 10−4 for the level-set neural
network and 10−3 for the other neural networks.
This step size is reduced to 10−4 for all neural net-
works at 60k epochs, and again to 10−5 at 120k
epochs. The schedule is the same for the elastic
layer cases, with the difference that we use a total
of 200k training epochs. For the matrix case with
the M, I, T inclusions, we use a total of 50k epochs
(note that each epoch contains 5 times as many
mini-batches as in the other cases) starting from a
nominal step size 10−4 for the level-set neural net-
work and 10−3 for the other neural networks. This
step size is reduced to 10−4 for all neural networks
at 16k epochs, and again to 10−5 at 40k epochs. Fi-
nally, the scalar weights in the loss (3) are assigned
the values λmeas = 10, λgov = 1, and λreg = 1 for
all cases. We also multiply the second term of Lgov

in (18b) and (22b) with a scalar weight λcr = 10.

FEM simulations

The FEM simulations that provide the boundary dis-
placement data and the ground truth are performed in
the software Abaqus, using its Standard (implicit) solver.
The list of all cases considered in provided in Tab. I
for the elastic matrix setup (Fig. 1a) and in Tab. II for
the periodic elastic layer setup (Fig. 1b). Every case
is meshed using a linear density of 200 elements per
unit length along each boundary, corresponding to be-
tween 25k to 80k total elements depending on domain
size as well as number and shapes of voids or inclusions.
We employ bilinear quadrilateral CPE4 plain-strain el-
ements for the cases involving a linear elastic material,
and their hybrid constant-pressure counterpart CPE4H
for the cases involving a hyperelastic material. We apply
a load Po/E = 0.01 for the cases involving a linear elastic
material, and a load Po/E = 0.173 for the cases involving
a hyperelastic material.
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Extended Data Fig. 1. Identification of voids in a linear elastic matrix. Evolution of the material density during the
training process for the cases reported in Fig. 4a-d.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Identification of voids in a linear elastic matrix. Final Cauchy stress components σxx (a), σyy

(b), and σxy (c), displayed in the deformed configuration obtained from the final displacement components u1 and u2, for the
cases reported in Fig. 4a-d. The grey dotted lines show the outline of the matrix surface in the reference configuration.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Identification of inclusions in a linear elastic matrix. Final Cauchy stress components σxx (a),
σyy (b), and σxy (c), displayed in the deformed configuration obtained from the final displacement components u1 and u2, for
the cases reported in Fig. 4e. The grey dotted lines show the outline of the matrix surface in the reference configuration.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. Identification of voids in a nonlinear hyperelastic matrix. Final Cauchy stress components σxx

(a), σyy (b), and σxy (c), displayed in the deformed configuration obtained from the final displacement components u1 and u2,
for the cases reported in Fig. 4f. The grey dotted lines show the outline of the matrix surface in the reference configuration.
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Extended Data Fig. 5. Effect of sparse measurements on the identification of voids in a linear elastic matrix with
one circle-shaped void. Final material density obtained in our framework when using fewer measurement locations and
restricting the number of measurements to a subset of the outer surfaces.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. Effect of sparse measurements on the identification of voids in a linear elastic matrix with
one star-shaped and one rectangle-shaped void. Final material density obtained in our framework when using fewer
measurement locations and restricting the number of measurements to a subset of the outer surfaces.
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Extended Data Fig. 7. Effect of sparse measurements on the identification of voids in a linear elastic matrix
with one slit-shaped void. Final material density obtained in our framework when using fewer measurement locations and
restricting the number of measurements to a subset of the outer surfaces.
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Extended Data Fig. 8. Stress distribution in a linear elastic matrix for different types of U-shaped inclusions.
The von Mises stress obtained in Abaqus for U-shaped inclusions with different constitutive properties reveals that the concave
part of the matrix is subject to very little stress in the case of a void or rigid inclusion. Note also that stiff and rigid inclusions
‘strengthen’ the matrix, as opposed to the void and soft inclusion that ‘soften’ the matrix.
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UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS

We sketch a proof for the uniqueness of solutions to the geometry detection elasticity problem considered in this
paper. For the specific case of a two-dimensional linear elastic material with a single void, it has been proved that
there exists at most one cavity which yields the same surface displacements and stresses on an finite portion of the
external boundary [1]. Our approach is different and applicable to any three-dimensional problem governed by elliptic
PDEs (be they linear or nonlinear, heat conduction, elasticity, etc) and containing multiple voids or rigid inclusions.
Before sketching the proof, we state a few lemmas that will be useful:

• Lemma 1. Any C2 displacement field that solves the equilibrium Navier-Cauchy equations of linear elasticity
with constant elastic moduli is a real analytic function of space. Ths holds because the Navier-Cauchy equations
are elliptic, so any C2 solution must be real analytic [3].

• Lemma 2. Any real analytic function on a connected domain Ω that vanishes on a finite and connected subset
S ⊂ Ω necessarily vanishes in all of Ω. This is a specialization of the identity theorem for analytic functions [2].

• Lemma 3. If u is a C2 displacement solution to the Navier-Cauchy equations on a connected domain Ω, and
both u and traction t vanish on a smooth finite portion of the boundary S ⊂ ∂Ω, then u must necessarily vanish
in all of Ω. This fact can be seen by extending the domain Ω along S by some amount Ωext and defining u = 0
there. Then u satisfies the Navier-Cauchy equations at each point in Ω ∪ Ωext, and it can be shown that all
second derivatives exist and are continuous on S. Thus, on Ω ∪ Ωext, u is an analytic function (by Lemma 1)
that vanishes in Ωext, and therefore u vanishes in all of Ω ∪ Ωext (by Lemma 2) and thus in Ω.

We sketch the proof for the case of a single void or inclusion, but the same reasoning generalizes to any number of
voids or inclusions. Consider two bodies B(1) and B(2) with the same material properties and sharing the same external
boundary ∂Bext (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). Each body contains a single smooth void or rigid inclusion, characterized
by the connected domains I(1) and I(2) with boundaries ∂I(1) and ∂I(2), respectively. The two bodies are subjected
to the same external loading, which consists of an applied displacement ū on a portion ∂Bextu of ∂Bext and an applied
traction t̄ on a portion ∂Bextt of ∂Bext, with ∂Bext = ∂Bextu ∪ ∂Bextt . This loading generates a displacement and
stress solution within each body, which we denote by u(1), σ(1) and u(2), σ(2), respectively. These solutions must be
nontrivial, meaning that the surface tractions t(1) and t(2) do not vanish everywhere on ∂Bext. Finally, we assume
that we measure identical surface displacements, i.e. u(1) = u(2) = um, on a finite portion ∂Bm of ∂Bextt .

We will prove that there cannot be two distinct shapes I(1) and I(2) yielding nontrivial solutions that are identical
on ∂Bm. Let us first subtract the displacement and stress solutions of the two bodies, which yields a displacement
field ∆u = u(1) − u(2) and a stress field ∆σ = σ(1) − σ(2) defined over the intersection B(1) ∩ B(2) between the two
bodies (Supplementary Fig. 1c). This ‘difference solution’ itself satisfies the governing equations of linear elasticity
owing to their linearity, and its displacement and traction vanish on ∂Bm. Therefore, we can show using Lemmas 1
and 3 that the difference solution vanishes in its domain of definition, meaning that u(1) = u(2) and σ(1) = σ(2) in
B(1) ∩ B(2). We now focus on the behavior of the solution in body B(1) and treat separately the cases of a void or
rigid inclusion.

In the case of a void (Supplementary Fig. 1d), the traction t(1) on the internal boundary ∂I(1) vanishes. Using
the fact that σ(1) = σ(2) in B(1) ∩ B(2), we know that t(1) also vanishes on B(1) ∩ ∂I(2). As a result, there exists a
finite region B̃(1) = B(1) ∩ I(2) with zero boundary traction. Thus, σ(1) must vanish not only in B̃(1), but also in the
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u(1) = ū
<latexit sha1_base64="9w/GJ1r+9gAg/yUjwkTZ3qSRVcY=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBotQNyUpRd0IBTcuK9gHNLFMppN26OTBzEQoIR/gxl9x40IRt36AO//GSRtQWw8MHM45l7n3uBFnUpnml1FYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHHRnGgtA2CXkoei6WlLOAthVTnPYiQbHvctp1J1eZ372nQrIwuFXTiDo+HgXMYwQrLQ3KFdvHaux6SZzeJdX6aYouke1ikfzoqU6ZNXMGtEysnFQgR2tQ/rSHIYl9GijCsZR9y4yUk2ChGOE0LdmxpBEmEzyifU0D7FPpJLNjUnSilSHyQqFfoNBM/T2RYF/Kqe/qZLaiXPQy8T+vHyvvwklYEMWKBmT+kRdzpEKUNYOGTFCi+FQTTATTuyIyxgITpfsr6RKsxZOXSades85qjZtGpWnmdRThCI6hChacQxOuoQVtIPAAT/ACr8aj8Wy8Ge/zaMHIZw7hD4yPb6Xdm1U=</latexit>

u(2) = ū

<latexit sha1_base64="pNF2qcSzyKJgWyklbYsHpTFd1B0=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5KUom6EghuXFewDmlgm00k7dPJg5kYoIR/gxl9x40IRt36AO//GSRtQWw8MHM45l7n3uJHgCkzzyyisrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DjgpjSVmbhiKUPZcoJnjA2sBBsF4kGfFdwbru5Crzu/dMKh4GtzCNmOOTUcA9TgloaVCu2D6BseslkN4l1fppii+x7RKZ/OipTpk1cwa8TKycVFCO1qD8aQ9DGvssACqIUn3LjMBJiAROBUtLdqxYROiEjFhf04D4TDnJ7JgUn2hliL1Q6hcAnqm/JxLiKzX1XZ3MVlSLXib+5/Vj8C6chAdRDCyg84+8WGAIcdYMHnLJKIipJoRKrnfFdEwkoaD7K+kSrMWTl0mnXrPOao2bRqVp5nUU0RE6RlVkoXPURNeohdqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvs8WjDymUP0B8bHN6K5m1M=</latexit>

t(2) = t̄
<latexit sha1_base64="kxWjELDENLo3pJMrqlTOpzR9igI=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ac0NWy223bpZhN2J2IJ+R1e/CtePCjiTbz4b9y0EbT1wcDjvRlm5vmR4Bps+8sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+XdvZYOY0VZk4YiVB2faCa4ZE3gIFgnUowEvmBtf3yZ+e07pjQP5Q1MItYLyFDyAacEjOSVHTcgMFJBEsoUu9iNiAJOBJ7KlIjkIvXg9qeJ3UPqlSt21Z4CLxInJxWUo+GVP9x+SOOASaCCaN117Ah6SbaICpaW3FiziNAxGbKuoZIETPeS6WspPjJKHw9CZUoCnqq/JxISaD0JfNOZ3ajnvUz8z+vGMDjvJVxGMTBJZ4sGscAQ4iwn3OeKURATQwhV3NyK6YgoQsGkWTIhOPMvL5LWSdU5rdaua5W6ncdRRAfoEB0jB52hOrpCDdREFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s95nrQUrn9lHf2B9fgMNzaIa</latexit>

on @Bext
t

<latexit sha1_base64="llZKtGBlEawR4ZFRiF5a+vPS+/I=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAh1UxIp6kYouHFZwT6gjWUynbRDJ5MwcyOUkA9w46+4caGIWz/AnX/jpA2orQcGDuecy9x7vEhwDbb9ZS0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39lg5jRVmThiJUHY9oJrhkTeAgWCdSjASeYG1vfJX57XumNA/lLUwi5gZkKLnPKQEj9UvlXkBg5PkJpHdJxTlJ8SXueUQlP3pqUnbVngIvEicnZZSj0S999gYhjQMmgQqiddexI3ATooBTwdJiL9YsInRMhqxrqCQB024yPSbFx0YZYD9U5knAU/X3REICrSeBZ5LZinrey8T/vG4M/oWbcBnFwCSdfeTHAkOIs2bwgCtGQUwMIVRxsyumI6IIBdNf0ZTgzJ+8SFqnVeesWruplet2XkcBHaIjVEEOOkd1dI0aqIkoekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc+iS1Y+c4D+wPr4BqEgm1I=</latexit>

t(1) = t̄

<latexit sha1_base64="bHGE5z+gA1RKzp7f2cWF9HdFo8I=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSLUTUmkqMuiG5cV7APaWCbTaTt0MgkzE6XEfIobF4q49Uvc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOH3GmtON8Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t6+XTpoqTCWhDZJyEPZ8bGinAna1Exz2okkxYHPadufXGd++4FKxUJxp6cR9QI8EmzICNZG6tulXoD1mGCeXKX3ScU9Tft22ak6M6Bl4uakDDkaffurNwhJHFChCcdKdV0n0l6CpWaE07TYixWNMJngEe0aKnBAlZfMoqfoxCgDNAyleUKjmfp7I8GBUtPAN5NZULXoZeJ/XjfWw0svYSKKNRVkfmgYc6RDlPWABkxSovnUEEwkM1kRGWOJiTZtFU0J7uKXl0nrrOqeV2u3tXLdyesowBEcQwVcuIA63EADmkDgEZ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+5qMrVr5zCH9gff4AsDmTlA==</latexit>

B(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="RO0ha55nYZpPApHuzpgrz1IBLNY=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBItQNyUpRV0W3bisYB/QxjKZTtqhk0mYmSgl5lPcuFDErV/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zvIhRqWz72yisrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHZvmwI8NYYNLGIQtFz0OSMMpJW1HFSC8SBAUeI11vep353QciJA35nZpFxA3QmFOfYqS0NDTLgwCpCUYsuUrvk2r9LB2aFbtmz2GtEicnFcjRGppfg1GI44BwhRmSsu/YkXITJBTFjKSlQSxJhPAUjUlfU44CIt1kHj21TrUysvxQ6MeVNVd/byQokHIWeHoyCyqXvUz8z+vHyr90E8qjWBGOF4f8mFkqtLIerBEVBCs20wRhQXVWC0+QQFjptkq6BGf5y6ukU68557XGbaPStPM6inAMJ1AFBy6gCTfQgjZgeIRneIU348l4Md6Nj8Vowch3juAPjM8fsb+TlQ==</latexit>

B(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="bVKebqF4rxNk5IKNXa9bkJcJN2A=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIp6rLoxmUF+4Amhsl00g6dTMLMRCwh3+HGX3HjQhF34sa/cZJG0NYDFw7n3Mu99/gxo1JZ1pdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdva6MEoFJB0csEn0fScIoJx1FFSP9WBAU+oz0/Mll7vfuiJA04jdqGhM3RCNOA4qR0pJn2k6I1FiEacQz6EAnRkJRxGAhY8TSi8xLbn+ayL3KPLNuNawCcJHYJamDEm3P/HCGEU5CwhVmSMqBbcXKTfNFmJGs5iSSxAhP0IgMNOUoJNJNi9cyeKSVIQwioYsrWKi/J1IUSjkNfd2Z3yjnvVz8zxskKjh3U8rjRBGOZ4uChEEVwTwnOKSCYMWmmiAsqL4V4jESCCudZk2HYM+/vEi6Jw37tNG8btZbVhlHFRyAQ3AMbHAGWuAKtEEHYPAAnsALeDUejWfjzXiftVaMcmYf/IHx+Q0PXqIb</latexit>

on @Bext
u

<latexit sha1_base64="kxWjELDENLo3pJMrqlTOpzR9igI=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Ac0NWy223bpZhN2J2IJ+R1e/CtePCjiTbz4b9y0EbT1wcDjvRlm5vmR4Bps+8sqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+XdvZYOY0VZk4YiVB2faCa4ZE3gIFgnUowEvmBtf3yZ+e07pjQP5Q1MItYLyFDyAacEjOSVHTcgMFJBEsoUu9iNiAJOBJ7KlIjkIvXg9qeJ3UPqlSt21Z4CLxInJxWUo+GVP9x+SOOASaCCaN117Ah6SbaICpaW3FiziNAxGbKuoZIETPeS6WspPjJKHw9CZUoCnqq/JxISaD0JfNOZ3ajnvUz8z+vGMDjvJVxGMTBJZ4sGscAQ4iwn3OeKURATQwhV3NyK6YgoQsGkWTIhOPMvL5LWSdU5rdaua5W6ncdRRAfoEB0jB52hOrpCDdREFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s95nrQUrn9lHf2B9fgMNzaIa</latexit>

on @Bext
t

<latexit sha1_base64="bVKebqF4rxNk5IKNXa9bkJcJN2A=">AAACGnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwVRIp6rLoxmUF+4Amhsl00g6dTMLMRCwh3+HGX3HjQhF34sa/cZJG0NYDFw7n3Mu99/gxo1JZ1pdRWVpeWV2rrtc2Nre2d8zdva6MEoFJB0csEn0fScIoJx1FFSP9WBAU+oz0/Mll7vfuiJA04jdqGhM3RCNOA4qR0pJn2k6I1FiEacQz6EAnRkJRxGAhY8TSi8xLbn+ayL3KPLNuNawCcJHYJamDEm3P/HCGEU5CwhVmSMqBbcXKTfNFmJGs5iSSxAhP0IgMNOUoJNJNi9cyeKSVIQwioYsrWKi/J1IUSjkNfd2Z3yjnvVz8zxskKjh3U8rjRBGOZ4uChEEVwTwnOKSCYMWmmiAsqL4V4jESCCudZk2HYM+/vEi6Jw37tNG8btZbVhlHFRyAQ3AMbHAGWuAKtEEHYPAAnsALeDUejWfjzXiftVaMcmYf/IHx+Q0PXqIb</latexit>

on @Bext
u

b  Second solution

c  Difference between 
the two solutions

<latexit sha1_base64="iP/0Rjz7iVebLQef8gaYbp1nkdE=">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</latexit>

�t = 0 on @Bm

<latexit sha1_base64="pscm24icHdA9+TpCiBRs8RRJ4eo=">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</latexit>

�u = 0 and

<latexit sha1_base64="HZflL3u1z9lwTmhsgC4B5TeDSbE=">AAACCHicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26cLAIdROStLZ1IRTcuKxgL9DGMplO2qGTCzMToYQs3fgqblwo4tZHcOfbOGkrVNEfBn6+cw5zzu9GjAppmp/a0vLK6tp6biO/ubW9s6vv7bdEGHNMmjhkIe+4SBBGA9KUVDLSiThBvstI2x1fZvX2HeGChsGNnETE8dEwoB7FSCrU1496PpIj10vi9DYpWqcpvIALyO/rBdM4r1XsMxuahmlW7VIlM3a1bJegpUimApir0dc/eoMQxz4JJGZIiK5lRtJJEJcUM5Lme7EgEcJjNCRdZQPkE+Ek00NSeKLIAHohVy+QcEoXJxLkCzHxXdWZ7Sh+1zL4V60bS6/mJDSIYkkCPPvIixmUIcxSgQPKCZZsogzCnKpdIR4hjrBU2eVVCN+Xwv9NyzasilG+Lhfq5jyOHDgEx6AILFAFdXAFGqAJMLgHj+AZvGgP2pP2qr3NWpe0+cwB+CHt/QueC5my</latexit>

u(1) = um
<latexit sha1_base64="5wdhyasin88fc/kElGn6EJJdf34=">AAACOXicdVBNTxsxEPUCbdP0K8CxF4uoUk/RZhMSuCG4cEwlQiJlk8jrTMCK7V3Zs1Wj1f4tLvwLbkhcOLRCXPsH8CZBgip9kqWn92Y8My9KpLDo+7fexubWm7fvSu/LHz5++vylsr1zbuPUcOjyWMamHzELUmjookAJ/cQAU5GEXjQ7KfzeTzBWxPoM5wkMFbvQYio4QyeNK51QMbw0Kot1TkMaJsygYJIuZM5kdpyPFA1tGlnAtfYYR89/wC/Mx5WqXzs8aAX7AfVrvt8OGq2CBO1m0KB1pxSokhU648pNOIl5qkAjl8zaQd1PcJgVg7iEvBymFhLGZ+wCBo5qpsAOs8XlOf3mlAmdxsY9jXShvuzImLJ2riJXWexo//UKcZ03SHF6MMyETlIEzZeDpqmkGNMiRjoRBjjKuSOMG+F2pfySGcbRhV12ITxfSv9PzoNavVVr/mhWj/xVHCXyleyR76RO2uSInJIO6RJOrsgd+U3+eNfevffgPS5LN7xVzy55Be/vE+Vur2o=</latexit>

on @Bm ⇢ @Bext
t

<latexit sha1_base64="5wdhyasin88fc/kElGn6EJJdf34=">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</latexit>

on @Bm ⇢ @Bext
t

<latexit sha1_base64="DiBuxRUNRFaxBosABnLNrhDgRoc=">AAACCHicdZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26cLAIdROStLZ1IRTcuKxgL9DGMplO2qGTCzMToYQs3fgqblwo4tZHcOfbOGkrVNEfBn6+cw5zzu9GjAppmp/a0vLK6tp6biO/ubW9s6vv7bdEGHNMmjhkIe+4SBBGA9KUVDLSiThBvstI2x1fZvX2HeGChsGNnETE8dEwoB7FSCrU1496PpIj10vi9DYp2qcpvIALyO/rBdM4r1XsMxuahmlW7VIlM3a1bJegpUimApir0dc/eoMQxz4JJGZIiK5lRtJJEJcUM5Lme7EgEcJjNCRdZQPkE+Ek00NSeKLIAHohVy+QcEoXJxLkCzHxXdWZ7Sh+1zL4V60bS6/mJDSIYkkCPPvIixmUIcxSgQPKCZZsogzCnKpdIR4hjrBU2eVVCN+Xwv9NyzasilG+Lhfq5jyOHDgEx6AILFAFdXAFGqAJMLgHj+AZvGgP2pP2qr3NWpe0+cwB+CHt/QufoJmz</latexit>

u(2) = um

d  First solution in the case of a void e  First solution in the case of a rigid inclusion

<latexit sha1_base64="n1GB0nFZBu1AguW93eMvTAONe7U=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBotQN2VSSm13RTcuK9gHNLFMJpN26OTBzEQoIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSVlDRAxcO59zLvfe4MWdSIfRhLC2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7vm3n5XRokgtEMiHom+iyXlLKQdxRSn/VhQHLic9tzJRe73bqmQLAqv1TSmToBHIfMZwUpLQ/PQVox7NLUDrMYE8/Q8y27SsnWaDc0SqiCNeh3mxGogS5Nms1GtNqE1sxAqgQXaQ/Pd9iKSBDRUhGMpBxaKlZNioRjhNCvaiaQxJhM8ogNNQxxQ6aSzFzJ4ohUP+pHQFSo4U79PpDiQchq4ujO/VP72cvEvb5Aov+GkLIwTRUMyX+QnHKoI5nlAjwlKFJ9qgolg+lZIxlhgonRqRR3C16fwf9KtVqx6pXZVK7XQIo4COALHoAwscAZa4BK0QQcQcAcewBN4Nu6NR+PFeJ23LhmLmQPwA8bbJ5wQl4c=</latexit>

B̃(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="n1GB0nFZBu1AguW93eMvTAONe7U=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBotQN2VSSm13RTcuK9gHNLFMJpN26OTBzEQoIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSVlDRAxcO59zLvfe4MWdSIfRhLC2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7vm3n5XRokgtEMiHom+iyXlLKQdxRSn/VhQHLic9tzJRe73bqmQLAqv1TSmToBHIfMZwUpLQ/PQVox7NLUDrMYE8/Q8y27SsnWaDc0SqiCNeh3mxGogS5Nms1GtNqE1sxAqgQXaQ/Pd9iKSBDRUhGMpBxaKlZNioRjhNCvaiaQxJhM8ogNNQxxQ6aSzFzJ4ohUP+pHQFSo4U79PpDiQchq4ujO/VP72cvEvb5Aov+GkLIwTRUMyX+QnHKoI5nlAjwlKFJ9qgolg+lZIxlhgonRqRR3C16fwf9KtVqx6pXZVK7XQIo4COALHoAwscAZa4BK0QQcQcAcewBN4Nu6NR+PFeJ23LhmLmQPwA8bbJ5wQl4c=</latexit>

B̃(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="OmT0zt0nKkmCwfc17+QwU4FhcMY=">AAACGXicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyxC3ZRMKbVdCAU3LivYC7RjyaSZNjSTGZKMUIZ5DTe+ihsXirjUlW9jpq1gRQ8Efr7/HHLO70WcKY3Qp7Wyura+sZnbym/v7O7t2weHbRXGktAWCXkoux5WlDNBW5ppTruRpDjwOO14k8vM79xRqVgobvQ0om6AR4L5jGBt0MBG/QDrsecnOr1Nis5ZCi/gEiovIZQO7AIqIVPVKsyEU0OOEfV6rVyuQ2dmIVQAi2oO7Pf+MCRxQIUmHCvVc1Ck3QRLzQinab4fKxphMsEj2jNS4IAqN5ldlsJTQ4bQD6V5QsMZ/TmR4ECpaeCZzmxD9dvL4F9eL9Z+zU2YiGJNBZl/5Mcc6hBmMcEhk5RoPjUCE8nMrpCMscREmzDzJoTvS+H/ol0uOdVS5bpSaKBFHDlwDE5AETjgHDTAFWiCFiDgHjyCZ/BiPVhP1qv1Nm9dsRYzR2CprI8vTM6f1A==</latexit>

t(1) = t(2) = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="+B50IG2XDsWe/spNndGp9h2tx3A=">AAACBnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZciBItQNyVTSm0XQsGNywr2AW0tmTTThmYyQ5IRyjArN/6KGxeKuPUb3Pk3ZvoAFT1w4XDOvdx7jxtypjRCn1ZmZXVtfSO7mdva3tnds/cPWiqIJKFNEvBAdlysKGeCNjXTnHZCSbHvctp2J5ep376jUrFA3OhpSPs+HgnmMYK1kQb2cc/Heux6sU5u44JzlsALuJRQMrDzqIgMKhWYEqeKHENqtWqpVIPOzEIoDxZoDOyP3jAgkU+FJhwr1XVQqPsxlpoRTpNcL1I0xGSCR7RrqMA+Vf149kYCT40yhF4gTQkNZ+r3iRj7Sk1913SmF6rfXir+5XUj7VX7MRNhpKkg80VexKEOYJoJHDJJieZTQzCRzNwKyRhLTLRJLmdCWH4K/yetUtGpFMvX5XwdLeLIgiNwAgrAAeegDq5AAzQBAffgETyDF+vBerJerbd5a8ZazByCH7DevwCTwJiG</latexit>

t(1) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Qf005C7IkVjzOzhcGSuXGRnveyI=">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</latexit>

u(1) = u(1)
r + ✓(1)r ⇥ x

<latexit sha1_base64="MdIiQBhpk/D7hqo+SOx50hCK1Hc=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK0m5IppbYLoeDGZQX7gHYsmTTThmYyQ5IRyjAf4MZfceNCEbd+gDv/xkxbwYoeCBzOOZfce9yQM6UR+rQya+sbm1vZ7dzO7t7+Qf7wqKOCSBLaJgEPZM/FinImaFszzWkvlBT7Lqddd3qZ+t07KhULxI2ehdTx8VgwjxGsjTTMFwY+1hPXi6PkNi7apQRewBWpUkpMCpWRQa0GU2LXkW1Io1GvVBrQnlsIFcASrWH+YzAKSORToQnHSvVtFGonxlIzwmmSG0SKhphM8Zj2DRXYp8qJ58ck8MwoI+gF0jyh4Vz9ORFjX6mZ75pkuqf67aXiX14/0l7diZkII00FWXzkRRzqAKbNwBGTlGg+MwQTycyukEywxESb/nKmhO9L4f+kUynbtXL1ulpoomUdWXACTkER2OAcNMEVaIE2IOAePIJn8GI9WE/Wq/W2iGas5cwxWIH1/gXwWprh</latexit>

u(1) = u(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="YYytsl5OcyP1boUoJikc0YzyWn8=">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</latexit>

= u(2)
r + ✓(2)r ⇥ x

<latexit sha1_base64="DZIE2/r9j5ZVbYYb78ygBgQrVKU=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNsAgVpcxIUZcFNy4r2Ad0xpLJZNrQJDMkGaEM/Qg3/oobF4q4deHOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JEkaVdpxva2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tm19/bbKk4lJi0cs1h2A6QIo4K0NNWMdBNJEA8Y6QSj69zvPBCpaCzu9DghPkcDQSOKkTZS3z71ONLDIMrSyX1WdU8mZ9ALYhaqMTdf5ik64Kiw+nbFqTlTwEXiFqQCCjT79pcXxjjlRGjMkFI910m0nyGpKWZkUvZSRRKER2hAeoYKxInys+lRE3hslBBGsTRPaDhVf3dkiKt8S1OZn6DmvVz8z+ulOrryMyqSVBOBZ4OilEEdwzwhGFJJsGZjQxCW1OwK8RBJhLXJsWxCcOdPXiTt85p7Uavf1isNp4ijBA7BEagCF1yCBrgBTdACGDyCZ/AK3qwn68V6tz5mpUtW0XMA/sD6/AGdlJ5/</latexit>

u(1),�(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="HFfyvYwpVzdpH6D9KzCchtsKk54=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDJgUSGVpUpQBYwVLIxFog+pKZXjOq1V24lsB6mKMrLwKywMIMTKJ7DxNzhpBmg5kqXjc+7Vvff4EaNKO863tbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+zae/ttFcYSkxYOWSi7PlKEUUFammpGupEkiPuMdPzJdeZ3HohUNBR3ehqRPkcjQQOKkTbSwD7yONJjyRMqUujB/IcRS67S+6TqnqYDu+LUnBxwkbgFqYACzYH95Q1DHHMiNGZIqZ7rRLqfIKkpZiQte7EiEcITNCI9QwXiRPWT/JAUnhhlCINQmic0zNXfHQniSk25byqzRdW8l4n/eb1YB5d9c2MUayLwbFAQM6hDmKUCh1QSrNnUEIQlNbtCPEYSYW2yK5sQ3PmTF0n7rOae1+q39UrDKeIogUNwDKrABRegAW5AE7QABo/gGbyCN+vJerHerY9Z6ZJV9ByAP7A+fwBGdplw</latexit>

in B(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="I9GbO6EcskSBGkRTsR4/QB+hC3g=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJEBiwqpLFVSVcBYwcJYJPqQmlA5rtNadZzIdpCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4OTZoCWI1k6Pude3XuPFzEqlWV9G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyjAWmHRwyELR95AkjHLSUVQx0o8EQYHHSM+bXmd+74EISUN+p2YRcQM05tSnGCktDc1jJ0BqIoKE8hQ6MP9hxJKr9D6pNc7SoVm16lYOuEzsglRBgfbQ/HJGIY4DwhVmSMqBbUXKTZBQFDOSVpxYkgjhKRqTgaYcBUS6SX5ICk+1MoJ+KPTjCubq744EBVLOAk9XZovKRS8T//MGsfIvXX1jFCvC8XyQHzOoQpilAkdUEKzYTBOEBdW7QjxBAmGls6voEOzFk5dJt1G3z+vN22a1ZRVxlMEROAE1YIML0AI3oA06AINH8AxewZvxZLwY78bHvLRkFD2H4A+Mzx9H/Jlx</latexit>

in B(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="wVJ6X+iCAoHN6dnKc7mkSXEUeZE=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoKCUpRV0W3LisYB/QxDKZTNqhk0mYmQgl5CPc+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZJm4W2HhjmcM693HuPFzMqlWV9G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3D/oyigRmHRwxCLR95AkjHLSUVQx0o8FQaHHSM+bXOd+74EISSN+p6YxcUM04jSgGCktDc0zJ0Rq7AVpkt2ntcZpdg4dL2K+nIb6Sx1JRyEqrKFZterWDHCZ2AWpggLtofnl+BFOQsIVZkjKgW3Fyk2RUBQzklWcRJIY4QkakYGmHIVEuunsqAyeaMWHQST04wrO1N8dKQplvqWuzE+Qi14u/ucNEhVcuSnlcaIIx/NBQcKgimCeEPSpIFixqSYIC6p3hXiMBMJK51jRIdiLJy+TbqNuX9Sbt81qyyriKIMjcAxqwAaXoAVuQBt0AAaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2PeWnJKHoOwR8Ynz+gu56B</latexit>

u(2),�(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="x/A94adGIytG0ypsbpoos4m9r2A=">AAACFnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVwoWVGiros6MJlBfuAzlAymUwbmkmGJCOUoV/hxl9x40IRt+LOvzHTjqCtF0IO59zLPfcECaNKO86XVVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3b22EqnEpIUFE7IbIEUY5aSlqWakm0iC4oCRTjC6yvXOPZGKCn6nxwnxYzTgNKIYaUP17VPvmjCNoBcjPQyiLJ2cwB8qECxU49h8mafoIEaTvl11as604CJwC1AFRTX79qcXCpzGhGvMkFI910m0nyGpKWZkUvFSRRKER2hAegZyFBPlZ9OzJvDIMCGMhDSPazhlf09kKFa5P9OZu1fzWk7+p/VSHV36GeVJqgnHs0VRyqAWMM8IhlQSrNnYAIQlNV4hHiKJsDZJVkwI7vzJi6B9VnPPa/XberXhFHGUwQE4BMfABRegAW5AE7QABg/gCbyAV+vRerberPdZa8kqZvbBn7I+vgGuxZ+v</latexit>

�u,��
<latexit sha1_base64="+eidwHifK0suduFnRV2gazkWwpM=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAjtpiSlVJdFNy4r2Ac0sUymk3boZBJmJkIJ+RM3/oobF4qIu/6NkzQLbT0wcOace7n3Hi9iVCrLWhgbm1vbO7ulvfL+weHRsXly2pNhLDDp4pCFYuAhSRjlpKuoYmQQCYICj5G+N7vN/P4TEZKG/EHNI+IGaMKpTzFSWhqZLSdAaiqChPIUOjD/YcSSm/Qxqdo1rWEUrciNWjoyK1bdygHXiV2QCijQGZnfzjjEcUC4wgxJObStSLkJEopiRtKyE0sSITxDEzLUlKOASDfJ70vhpVbG0A+FflzBXP3dkaBAynng6cpsUbnqZeJ/3jBW/rWrT49iRTheDvJjBlUIs7DgmAqCFZtrgrCgeleIp0ggrHSkZR2CvXryOuk16nar3rxvVtpWEUcJnIMLUAU2uAJtcAc6oAsweAav4B18GC/Gm/FpfC1LN4yi5wz8gbH4AUtGom8=</latexit>

in B(1) \ B(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="MCfAahCVM17ahDUxcT9KR6PiO10=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdaebwSLUTUmkqMuCG91VsA9oYrmZTtqhkwczE6GEgBt/xY0LRdz6E+78GydtFtp6YOBwzr137j1ezJlUlvVtLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7vm3n5bRokgtEUiHomuB5JyFtKWYorTbiwoBB6nHW98lfudByoki8I7NYmpG8AwZD4joLTUNw+dGIRiwLETgBoR4OlNdp9W7dOsb1asmjUFXiR2QSqoQLNvfjmDiCQBDRXhIGXPtmLlpvl8wmlWdhJJYyBjGNKepiEEVLrp9IYMn2hlgP1I6BcqPFV/d6QQSDkJPF2ZLyrnvVz8z+slyr90UxbGiaIhmX3kJxyrCOeB4AETlCg+0QSIYHpXTEYggCgdW1mHYM+fvEjaZzX7vFa/rVcaVhFHCR2hY1RFNrpADXSNmqiFCHpEz+gVvRlPxovxbnzMSpeMoucA/YHx+QN9uJde</latexit>

@I(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="W49gMMTJdrYpInx5hxr82Fk4ujg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXe6GSxC3ZSkFHVZcKO7CvYBTSyT6aQdOnkwMxFKKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOv3HSZqGtBwYO59x7597jxZxJZVnfRmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0z9w/aMkoEoS0S8Uh0PSwpZyFtKaY47caC4sDjtOONrzK/80CFZFF4pyYxdQM8DJnPCFZa6ptHToyFYpgjJ8BqRDBPb6b3aaV2Nu2bZatqzYCWiZ2TMuRo9s0vZxCRJKChIhxL2bOtWLlpNp9wOi05iaQxJmM8pD1NQxxQ6aazG6boVCsD5EdCv1Chmfq7I8WBlJPA05XZonLRy8T/vF6i/Es3ZWGcKBqS+Ud+wpGKUBYIGjBBieITTTARTO+KyAgLTJSOraRDsBdPXibtWtU+r9Zv6+WGlcdRhGM4gQrYcAENuIYmtIDAIzzDK7wZT8aL8W58zEsLRt5zCH9gfP4Afz6XXw==</latexit>

@I(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="sNAbWoxRfsRQfinx+q5h5poXczk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBItQNyUpRV0W3Oiugn1AG8tkOmmHTiZhZqKUmE9x40IRt36JO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8SJGpbLtb6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmOXDjgxjgUkbhywUPQ9JwignbUUVI71IEBR4jHS96VXmdx+IkDTkd2oWETdAY059ipHS0tAsDwKkJhix5Ca9T6r1s3RoVuyaPYe1SpycVCBHa2h+DUYhjgPCFWZIyr5jR8pNkFAUM5KWBrEkEcJTNCZ9TTkKiHSTefTUOtXKyPJDoR9X1lz9vZGgQMpZ4OnJLKhc9jLxP68fK//STSiPYkU4XhzyY2ap0Mp6sEZUEKzYTBOEBdVZLTxBAmGl2yrpEpzlL6+STr3mnNcat41K087rKMIxnEAVHLiAJlxDC9qA4RGe4RXejCfjxXg3PhajBSPfOYI/MD5/ALyMk5w=</latexit>

I(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="a01WjZHBtXEIOUawK9RokKv0yi4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSLUTUmkqMuCG91VsA9oY5lMp+3QySTMTJQS8yluXCji1i9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsSZ0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7dumgpcJYEtokIQ9lx8eKciZoUzPNaSeSFAc+p21/cpX57QcqFQvFnZ5G1AvwSLAhI1gbqW+XegHWY4J5cpPeJxX3NO3bZafqzICWiZuTMuRo9O2v3iAkcUCFJhwr1XWdSHsJlpoRTtNiL1Y0wmSCR7RrqMABVV4yi56iE6MM0DCU5gmNZurvjQQHSk0D30xmQdWil4n/ed1YDy+9hIko1lSQ+aFhzJEOUdYDGjBJieZTQzCRzGRFZIwlJtq0VTQluItfXiats6p7Xq3d1sp1J6+jAEdwDBVw4QLqcA0NaAKBR3iGV3iznqwX6936mI+uWPnOIfyB9fkDuwaTmw==</latexit>

I(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="lC6yu4TusyTZdjHlmHWpXQu4kSE=">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</latexit>

on @I(2) \ B(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="lC6yu4TusyTZdjHlmHWpXQu4kSE=">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</latexit>

on @I(2) \ B(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="kBKX9m4m7eH5qE5swaCXToUWsww=">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</latexit>

on @I(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="kBKX9m4m7eH5qE5swaCXToUWsww=">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</latexit>

on @I(1)

Supplementary Fig. 1. Setup for the proof of the uniqueness of solutions. a,b, Two bodies with different inclusions
are subjected to the same loading and are assumed to generate identical surface displacements on a portion ∂Bm of the outer
traction boundary. c, The difference between the temperature and stress fields of the two bodies has vanishing displacement
and traction on ∂Bm. d, In the case of a void, the blue region ∂B̃(1) of the first body has vanishing stress. e, In the case of a
rigid inclusion, the blue region ∂B̃(1) of the first body undergoes a rigid displacement.

entire body B(1) as a consequence of Lemma 2. This violates the fact that the surface traction t(1) cannot vanish
everywhere on ∂Bext.

In the case of a rigid inclusion (Supplementary Fig. 1e), the displacement u(1) on the internal boundary ∂I(1)
corresponds to that of a rigid motion, i.e. u(1) = u

(1)
r + θ(1)r × x for some fixed u

(1)
r and θ(1)r . Using the fact that

u(1) = u(2) in B(1) ∩ B(2), we know that u(1) = u(2) = u
(2)
r + θ(2)r × x on B(1) ∩ ∂I(2) for some other fixed u

(2)
r and

θ(2)r . However, given that these two rigid motions must coincide at ∂I(1) ∩ ∂I(2), we must have u
(1)
r = u

(2)
r and

θ(1)r = θ(2)r . As a result, the entire surface of the finite region B̃(1) = B(1) ∩ I(2) undergoes a rigid motion. Thus, σ(1)

must vanish not only in B̃(1), but also in the entire body B(1) as a consequence of Lemma 2. As in the case of the
void, this violates the fact that the surface traction t(1) cannot vanish everywhere on ∂Bext.
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ILL-POSED NONLINEAR THERMAL PROBLEM

To illustrate the flexibility of our TO framework with respect to the physical model and the sparsity of the data,
in this appendix we apply our method to an ill-posed nonlinear thermal imaging problem. Consider a nonlinearly
conducting matrix (Supplementary Fig. 2a) whose heat flux q relates to the temperature T through a nonlinear
Fourier’s law q = −k(1 + T/T0)∇T , where k is akin to a thermal conductivity and T0 is a reference temperature.
The matrix contains a hidden inclusion that is either perfectly insulating (no inside heat flux) or perfectly conducting
(no inside temperature gradient). A thermal loading is applied, consisting of a prescribed unit temperature on the
left boundary, zero temperature on the right boundary, and insulated top and bottom boundaries (Supplementary
Fig. 2a). The goal of the inverse problem is to identify the location and shape of the inclusion under different ill-posed
scenarios where the applied boundary condition and the measurements are both assumed unavailable on one of the
four sides, while the temperature or flux resulting from the prescribed thermal loading are measured on the remaining
three sides (Supplementary Fig. 2b).

The experiment is simulated in the FEM software Abaqus using biquadratic DC2D8 diffusive heat transfer elements,
and considering k = 1 and T0 = 1. The inverse problem is solved with our PINN-based TO framework by constructing
neural network approximations for the physical quantities ψ = (T,q) and the density field ρ. Similarly to the elasticity
examples, the neural networks are designed to inherently satisfy the boundary conditions (on the three sides where
they are assumed to be known). The governing equations included in the loss function comprise the conservation
law ∇ · q = 0 as well as the nonlinear Fourier’s law F (q, T, ρ) = 0. The latter, expressed over both the matrix
and the inclusion, takes the form q + ρk(1 + T/T0)∇T = 0 in the presence of a perfectly-insulating inclusion, or
ρq/k + (1 + T/T0)∇T = 0 in the presence of a perfectly-conducting inclusion. We use the same training parameters
and the same weights in the loss function as in the square elastic matrix examples.

Despite the complete lack of information along an entire side, with the applied boundary condition and measure-
ments both missing, our TO framework is able to detect the slit-shaped inclusion with reasonable accuracy in both the
perfectly-insulating case (Supplementary Fig. 2c) and the perfectly-conducting case (Supplementary Fig. 2d). This
example showcases the ability of the framework to generate good results when even the forward problem is ill-posed.
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[2] B. S. Mityagin. The zero set of a real analytic function. Matematicheskie Zametki, 107(3):473–475, 2020.
[3] C. B. Morrey. On the analyticity of the solutions of analytic non-linear elliptic systems of partial differential equations:

part i. analyticity in the interior. American Journal of Mathematics, 80(1):198–218, 1958.
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Identification of inclusions in a nonlinearly conducting matrix with incomplete information.
a, Setup of the geometry and applied boundary conditions during the loading. b, The geometry identification inverse problem
is solved assuming that one of the four sides of the matrix is inaccessible to the user, meaning that both the applied boundary
condition and the measurements are unavailable on that side. c, The final inferred material density ρ and temperature T in the
case of a perfectly insulating inclusion. d, The final inferred material density ρ and temperature T in the case of a perfectly
conducting inclusion.


